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Auxiliary Tables for the solution of Lambert's equation 
w i t h  a f e w  r e m a r k s  o n  t h e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  c o m e t a r y  o r h i t s .  
By A. Mnrlh. 
If i n  a cometary orbit r and TIi denote the radii vectores a t  the times t and I", the chord between the two and a the semi- 
axis major (a = 0 i n  a paraholical, and negative in a hyperbolical orbit), the  relation between r +rII, 8, a ,  the constant k2 
of the  attractive force and the  interval of  time t"-t is given Iiy Lamlert's well known equation, which may he  written 
1 
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wbere i is uneven and where the upper or lower signs are  
to b e  taken according as the  angle between r" and r or 
the  heliocentric motion during the interval of time is less  
or greater than 180". 
This  series is the development *) of the finite equation 
for elliptical motion 
k 
2a  
- (t"- t )  
sin2 g ( h  -g) 
which is i n  practice however only available for cometary 
orbits of short period, s ince,  for larger values of a ,  it ob- 
viously cannot furnish results of the requisite degree of ac- 
curacy. 
I propose in the present paper to provide means for 
rendering the exact solution of Lamlert's equation a s  short  
and easy a proceeding, a s  the circiimstances seem to admit. 
1 will first consider the case, i n  which the heliocentric 
motion is not very great, so  that the length of the chord i s  
considerably smaller than t h e  sum of the fwo radii vectores, 
say log - < 9,s. 
r -+ ril 
Putting -!- = sin x (x would have to be  taken i n  t h e  
second quadrant, should the heliocentric motion b e  greater 
than I R O " ,  a case, which however will be  provided for after- 
wards differently), we have 
r + ril 
*) Gauss's Theoria motus, art. 106-109. 
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l + + e  - 2 t m  4 x + ser 4% - 
6 k  - Q* For  the term 2 k V W  - 
324 
orbit, requires now to be put into a shape  convenient for 
computation. 
Writing 8 instead of t g 2 $ x ,  we have accordingly 
Lainbert's equation hecoriies 
and  consequently we get 
I { 1, which i s  due to the rion-parabolicat nature of the  
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Hence w e  get 
~ p . l o g v =  0 ( I + .  + , e 2 )  1 
3 
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Of t h e  several ways, i n  which this expression may he prepared for practical calculation, the most expedient Seems 
to  me the following: 
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By going on contracting i n  a similar manner, the third and following terms would become 
1473 412399 810141 1 7  128782 1 165199 32173 r + r "  - 04. - e3 t + - - e - -  82- -93 - 347392 34965 ( 271 4 2388320 125386800 25077360Oe4+235i0O250 
etc. 
so that the fourth term would he negative. 
and following terms uncontracted. 
I shall however not proceed farther i n  this way,  but shall leave the third 
21 * 
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i or 8 = - sin'x (1 + e)2, we get Substituting now again for (r its value and bearing i n  niind, that s i v 2 x  = -4 8  
(1 + e)% 4 
2 1+%8+$82-T&03 
r + rN 97 1 42536 298381 26072 77951 
O 5  + 176455 I25 35291025 35291025 
"- +--. 
8a 60 ( t  +4e)4 
r + r14 
a 
and consequently, writing for brevity's s a k e  wiihin the  lirsckets s instead of -, 
s 6 f  . . .  r + r r  % 1+28++e2  1 1 1 1 1 1 Bri99.logV = -. - . -- (If as + 6 s2 + - s3 + - s4 + - s5 +- 
a 8 i + $ e + g e 2  256 1280 6144 28672 
21 17 25 69 + -- s3 + - s4+  - s5+. . . 
I +$::As +&'&9 
320 1536 14336 
3 
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where % of course signifies the  modulus of conimon logarithnis. 
I Making therefore we have 
r f rll . Q,. 8, + (+y. ~ l ,  . s2 + residual terms, log v = -
a 
llie value of which may be found in the following table of 
doulile entry, the vertical argument being 109 and the  
horizontal argument log - 9 - the points separating the  
7Lh and gfh figures of thc logarithnis. 
r + r" r + r" 
R 
r + r" 
a 
log -
9,0 9,l 9,2 9,3 9,4 9,5 9,6 9,7 9,8 9,9 0,O 
0,O 0,l 0,2 0,4 
0,O 0,l 0,2 0,4 1,0 
0,O 0,l  0,2 0,4 1,l 2,6 
0,O 0,O 0,I 0,2 0,5 1,l 2,6 6,6 
0,O 0,l 0,l 0,2 0,s 1,2 2,8 6,7 
0,O 0,I 0,l 0,3 0,6 1,3 3,O 7,O 
0,O 0,l 0,l 0.3 0,7 1.5 3,3 7,5 
0,l 0,2 0,4 0,8 I,? 3,8 8,4 19, 
0,2 0,5 1,0 2,O 4,4 9,6 22. 
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The table is merely intended to show to what extent 
these residual terms may be  safely neglected. Whenever 
their amoant becomes appreciable, the  objection to the use 
of Larnhert's finite equation ceases tv be  valid and there is 
then no longer any  need for employing the developed series. 
Consequently the value of log V is in practice always con- 
fined to the first two terms and we have 
T h e  values of log Q, log D, and log EL,, which belong to 
t h e  argument log e, are  given i n  the  first of the tahles 
attached to this  paper up  to log ]~+-p = 9,800. 
(The columns containing log p and log Y will be explained 
e r + r'' 
hereafter.) 
81, may he  computed in the  following manner, in which 
I will take into account the terms of its developenient up to 
s*, in order to render our present equation available even for 
cometary orhits of short period, so  long as  the heliocentric 
motion reniaios small. Carrying accordingly the develop- 
ment two terms farther, than has  been done above, we ge t  
5 8 +  ... 57 + ~ I I I I 1 1 1 1 81 = 1 f ~ ~ + - ~ ~ + _ s ~ + - 5 4 $ - ~ 5 + - 5 6 + _ _ -  48 236 1280 6 144 28672 131072 589824 
Making then Sin'y, = & a ,  we have 
58+ .  . -3 I 1 13 13 299 2093 3289 62491 
" + 6115-0 8 48 3456 18432 2211840 s5 -k 79626210 637009920 
SG + --( i - . \6 t23)1)  = 1 + - 8 + - 8 ' + - S 3 + - ~ * +  -
a n d  therefore 
ss +. . .) 32131 77167 
2 6 7 5 4 4 1 6 610 -k 256842399744 - 56 + 
6 I I 23 15637 
8 1  = YI (1 f 6912 s3+ 54 -k 1327% 55 + 3344302080 
or 
log secy, + l ogn , ,  where 6 
5 
logR1 = - 
$ a + .  . . 57 +---- 1902323 22 2 23 7801 3 1907 ~- 5 6  + logx, = -( s3+ - 5 4 +  - 
6912 5 192 55 + 241920 3870720 928972800 
T h e  following small table supplies logx ,  in units of the 7th place of decimals: 
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%2 may be coniputed i i i  an analogous manner. 
17 Putting shi2y2 = - 
66 " 
we get 
19 1131 8% = sec34 y2 1 - ___ s3- 
IP' ( 168960 19824640s4-5Y95390?080 
or 
log R2 = - ' log see y2 - log xB 9 
34 
where log x2 may be disregarded, its amount being 
r + r "  - 
for log -.- 9,7 o,OOOOI 




Though the computation of log Rl and log Ra by means 
of these formulae, viz. 
sin yl = [9,6593794] YrfrY - 
a 
log 3, = log sec y, + 8 log sec yl + log x1 
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and 
sin yz = [9,7054525] 
10.q $J12 = 3 log sec yz + 4 log scc y2 + 1$ log sec yz 7 
is sufficiently siniple, it may he saved hy referring to Table 11, 
r+r" 
which gives directly their values for the argiment - or a r + rll r+r' 
a a 
log - up to log- = 9.7. 
I f  the orhit is hyperholical and consequently a negative, 
t h e  formulae hecnnie 
sin y1 = [9'6593794] 
--a 
log 811 = - (log sec y1 + 4 20.9 sec yl)  + log lcl 7 
where 109 x I  is to he  taken from the previous table with the  
r + rll 
argument 20.9 -- 
--a ' 
sin yz = [9'70545] j / r T  _ -  
log$Jlz = - ( 3 + 4 + i + ) l o g s e c y , .  
--R 
On the last page of the tables will be found a ,,TahleIl. 
Hyperbola.", which furnishes directly log g1 and log %z, if 
r + r'I does not exceed 8.8. the argument loy  -
Thus far respecting the  computation of Lambert's series, 
i n  case the heliocentric motion is not PO great ,  that 
--a 
lug - e > 9 . 8 .  T L  is now requisite to provide for t h e  r + r" 
case ,  where the length of  the chord approaches to the  sum 
of  the two radii vectores. The equation may he written 
where the sum or the difference of the two terms is to  he 
taken, according a s  the heliocentric motion is greater or less 
than 180'. Of course the  time cannot he determined in this 
manner with the requisite degree of accuracy, if the motion 
is so  small, that  the two terms do not differ considerably i n  
magnitude. I t  is then necessary to have recourse to the 
method previously explained. Rut a s  the proportion of the 
two terms is 
for log - 8 -   9.5 2'67 : I 
r + rl( 
9.6 3-54 
9.7 5'23 
9.8 9.29 : 1 
il considerable niargin is left for determining with accuracy 
the interval of time either by the  one method or by t h e  
other, at the  computer's pleasure. 
l o g ( r + r l l + e )  and l og ( r+r"- -g )  will best be  found by the help of  Z e c r s  Tables. If however the  introduction of a D  
auxiliary angle is preferred, we have, hy niaking - - t g z a  
r + r{l 
Tahle 111. supplies the  values of l0.9 r ( y )  responding 
to the  argument y or l o g y  up to h 9 y  = 9.3. In case y 
becomes larger, the computation of F(?y) will hest be  effected 
in a way analogous to that  which I have pointed out before 
i n  order to find 
Putting sin2y = we get  
3 9 387 7082 1 16784577 1628103969 
40 Y + 8 X y 2  + 2 x 0  y3 + 28098~600 '*+ 39333840OOO "+ 220292710400000 p+ ... - 
- -7- 
(l-Sisi,Py) l o  = I +  - 




397 520341 47 1537 
12073600 ?j4+ 51934880000 y5 + 192272080000 ?I6 +. . . }  Y 3 +  -~ 1 
7 
9 
log T(y) = - log sec y + log x ,  where 
y6+ . . . .  * f 1 91 1191 1561023 8462641 Y5 + 294294ooo log x = log-  + - 6 k  11760 
In case it is here preferred to make use of Sulitraction- 
Logarithms for coniputing log T'(:y), we have,  i f  i n  Zech's 
Tables the value, which corresponds to the argrinient log x, 
is denoted by C(x), 
109 x niay be takeu from the ,,Suppleiiientary Tahle" a t  the 
end of Table III., where it is given a s  far a s  logy = 9.7.  
In the case of an hyperbola we niay let y rctnain posi- 
tive by  writing -a instead of a and have then, i f  again 
7 
9 
log qy) = - - log sec y + log n or 
h g q y )  = -(I+ $). + 2 ( L F )  '71476431 + l o g % .  
T h e  ,,Table 111. Hyperbola" on t h e  last  page furnishes 
h g r ( y )  for the argument fogy u p  to logy = 8.8. 
The extent, to which I have given the Tables, will 
probably be  found i n  practice amply sufficient. The deter- 
 ation ion of the  interval of time, which corresponds to given 
% ues of r + r "  and Q i n  an orbit . known or assumed 
serni-axis major, i s  with their help oliviously very easy and 
possesses, i f  I Am not mistaken, all accuracy attainable with 
logaritbins o f  seven figures. 
However, i n  the  investigation of a coinetary orhit r, r/' 
and e are not given except a s  functions of some properly 
choseri unknown quantity x and the real problem is not t o  
deterniine the interval of time, which corresponds to a given 
x, but to find the unknown nr from the known time t " - t ,  
a problem, which in practice can only be  solved indirectly 
by  a process of trial and error. I n  order to regulate this  
tentative process, A'icolai has furnished his  table i n  2 3 1  
with two colurnns log 1. and l o g p ,  by nieans of which the  
coniputation of the variation of x, which corresponds to a 
variation of the interval of time, i s  much facilitated. In t h e  
first of the present tables l o g p  will likewise be found, hut 
instead of h y a  I have given fogy  (= l o g A + l o g p ) ,  a s  
being for obvious leasons riiore convenient for practical use. 
Differentiating the  eq u at i o n 
we get 
siit 4 x sill Consequently, putting , ~ i  = -= 
2 k  4 k ('OF Q x  
C0.F 4% and Y = -
2 k  
we have 
The data of the prohleni give T ,  rdt and Q a s  functions 
of x and also their tlif~erential-coefficierita. If then the in -  
terval of time, which corresponds to an approximately knorvo 
or assumed value of X, is found to be  = T, SO that 
the correction of the assumed x will he approximately 
a n d  the trials with corrected values of x are  to be repeated, till t"--t-T becomes 0. 
When the heliocentric motion is so  large, that the interval of time is determined by  means of the formula 
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t h e  corresponding formula for the correction of the assumed x becomes (with a trifling neglect) 
t"-t--'l' 
ur with sufficient approxiniation 
t " - t -  T a =-- 
When in the course of the  investigation of the orbit the  
two radii vectores r and rl' and also the angle between them 
or the  difference 2 f of the two true anomalies v and d1 have 
been found, it is requisite to deduce from theni the anonla- 
lies theniselves (or their s u m  2 P = v"-t  v) and the excen- 
tricity e or the senii-parameter p of the  orhit, the  senii-axis 
a being given. 
Since - P = i + e c0.s v 
r 
P and - = 1 + e cos vI1, we have 
rll 
p (+ - $) = 
p (++-.$I = 2+e(cosv+cosv19 = 2 e c o s f c o s ~ + 2  
and the re fo re 
e (cos v - cos v ~ )  = 2 e si f t  fsiii F 
t i  2 2 cos f c o s P  = - + - - - , 
P r rid P 
from which p = Q(i -C2)  and F are to be determined. 
This  niay be done directly and without the introduction 
of auxiliary quantities by means of the somewhat inconve- 
nient formula 
3 rin2 f 
which is derived from the sum of the squares of the above 
equations lry proper reductions, and which, i f  it is preferred, 
may be used i n  the form 
arv 
by the substitution of which the  equations hecorne 
s i l l  w esin(F-W) = -
ens f 
when cc 
1 1  --- 
r r'I r u - r  tq F = c o t g f .  = cotg f .  2 r r t ~ '  # + r -  - 1 1 2  
T + p - F  P 
where the quadrant of F is to  be  s o  chosen, that sinF and 
rll-r - have the same sign. 
sill f 
Or, it may b e  done b y  introducing 
so  that we have 
1 e sin F = - prv sin W 
2 
I e c o s F  = -pn,ccos W-sec f  
2 
e sirr (F- W )  = sin W sec f 
ecns(F-W) = +pru-cos  W s e c f .  
and consequently 
Hence we get 
e2 = (a~n,)~-pn, c o ~ W s e c f + s e c 2 f  
and therefore, s ince e2 = i - - p ,  n 
ens W sec f - - )" - V f )  
an, 
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These forniulae for the direct determination of P and e 
are  perhaps a s  convenient or rather a s  little incorivenierit, a s  
we niay hope to find under the circnnistances. However, if 
an apprnximste value of p or  e is known, it niay sonietimes 
lie found preferable to determine the exact values of P and 
e indirectly by means of the equations 
or, without the  auxiliary quantities , 
i n  which the assumed valne of 1-c2  rnust be varied, till 
t h e  resnlting factor of  $in E' and cns F reprotluces the cor- 
responding e exactly. 
If, instead of deriving e from 1 - 4  by nleans of Zech's 
Tables, it is prelerretl to introtloce, in  the ellipse, the angle 
of eccentricity (D, we have niercly to  write i n  the  formulae 
co.i2Q instead of i -c2 antl to f i n d  h g  trial arid error that 
v a l u e  of cos2Q, which makes the resulting e = s i j z  @. 
In t h e  hyper1)ola we have in 3 similar manner, by 
putting e = st.c+, 
The problem of deterniining the six elements of a pla- 
netary or conietary orhit from three or more ollservations is 
in practice reduced to  the cleterniiiiation of the true values 
of two unknown quantities by means of successive approxi- 
mations or of  hypotheses. I n  the general problem, in  which 
no assumption respecting the form of the orbit is made, the  
most suitable quantities, which may lie selected for the  
purpose, are  either Gauss's P arid 0 (if the  orhit is wholly 
unknawn) or the  geocentric distances A and A" responding 
to two of the ohservations (if these distances are  already 
approximately known). In the cniiietary prolilenr it will pro- 
bably always he best  to make the reciprocal of the senii-axis 
major one of the unknown qnanfities. I n  orclinay cases ,  in 
which the orbit is either nearly pnraholical or i n  which the 
tinle of revolution is approxiniately known, this  admits o f  
no question. But it seenis aclviaal~le to do the same also 
in cases, where the period is short a n d  wholly unknown, or* 
where, the  identity of (he  coniet with a fornier one having 
been recogniserl, it is still quite uiicerfain, how niany revo- 
lutions have talreri place i n  the  itrterval. For,  if I ani not 
nlistaken , the transition from one hypotl!esis respecting the  
sen i i -ax is  to  another is, by the help of the  present tables 
(or, should exceptional cases occur, when they may not  he 
sufficient , by ineans of L m b o r t ' a  firlite equation) PO easily 
perforined and fhe advantage of directly ascertaining, horv 
far the observations are cornpatilile with orli i ts  of different 
periods, may be secured hy such a moderate amount of 
additional trouble, that , taking into account al l  likely cir- 
cumsfatices, nntler which the cometary prohlein niny offer it- 
self for solution, I an, incliiietl to qnestion the occurrerice of 
any case i n  real practice, in which the calcnlation will not 
be  more profitalily and, i f  proper circumspection is exercised, 
also more econoniically expeiidecl upon hypotheses respecting 
65r Bd. 
the  semi-axis, than upon the more general process, in  which 
no assumption respecting the form of the orbit is made. 
1 
a 
The reciprocal - of the semi - axis heing one  of the 
quantities to he determined hy hypotheses, it will be most  
expedient to select a s  the other either one o f  the distances A 
(if an approximate value of it is already known), or (if the 
orliit is or is assomed to be  wholly unknown) the proportion 
of the two distances - = M ,  for which t h e  principle of 
OZbers's method offers i n  general a very fair approximation. 
From the four data (a, d, d', d") of the two observations 
or normal-places, to which A and A'' refer, and properly 
assumed values of A antl - or o f  - = 111 and - the  
corresponding elements of the orbit are then to h e  deduced, 
from which the  positions of the conret must be computed 
for the times of the other ohservations, upon which it is 
intended to found the orhit. Altered (or, in  the case of M, 
corrected) values of the one or the other of the two quantities 
will prodiice altered eleinents and positions. The comparison 
of the coniputed and ohserved positions of the comet furnishes 
then the  means of  forming the equations o f  condition, which 
determine the  true values of A or ill and of - and con- 
sequently the lrue elements of the orhit. 
Since a summary of the niost convenient formulae for 
compnting the elenietits, when the fundamental plane, to 
which they refer, is left arbitrary, does not appear to be 
fou~icl any where in print (a t  least s o  far a s  1 have been 
erialilecl to learn), it will prohahly not Ire considered su-  
pererogatory, if I put what  seein to ine the  most expedient 
formulae here together, a s  I have reason to helieve, that m y  
doing s o  will not be  unrvelconie to scrrne renders. 
A" 
A 
1 A" 1 
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O r b i t  (or a t  least one distance A) a p p r o x i m a t e l y  k n o w n .  
Gven t 1" tinres, free from equation of light 
a: d d i d "  geocentric positions of  Conlet (AR and Decl., if the  Equator is taken a s  the fundamental plane). 
corresponditig geocentric Polar-coordinates of the  Sun. *) 
(All positions of course corrected for riutation and precession). 
A D R A" I)" R" 
1 A and - 
a 
Compute A ,  p,  r ;  p,  v ,  a ;  c", di from**) 
r ros ,B s iu  (A,--) = +tl #>os D sin (a -A) 
r cns /3 cob (A-a) = - R  vos D cos (&-A) + A m y  d 
7. sin f i  + A sin 6 
(r ('0s v s+n (A-p) = 
(r ros v cos (A-p) = 
B s i n  v - R" sin DI1 
= --R sin D 
R" co.~ D" sit1 (A,-AN) 
IIi4 cos Dil cos (k-L41') + r cos j3 
+ r sir1 j3 
C" = R" (silt D"sit2 d"+ cos D" ('0.9 d" cos (d--A")) 
IT'' = B ( s in  v sin d" + ~ 0 . 9  v cos d" cos (a"- p ) )  
Then the value of Ail is to be  found by trial, which by means of the equations 
rij2 = A" ( A N -  2 4  + ]2"2 
= A" (A"- 2 B") + 0' 
furnishes such values of rN and q, that Lumbert's equation i s  satisfied. 
Starting for the purpose with an approximate value of A", s a y  A:', compute the corrrsponding rli and p. Then take 
from the  first of the following tables dog Q, l o g n , ,  log D2, log p,  log v with the arguiiient log - ' and from Table 11. 
r -+ r" 
log 
r -+ ry  and log 91% with the argument log __ - Herice follows the  corresponding interval of tinre a 
*) If taken from the  Ephemeria of the  Naut. A h . ,  log R and log RN must be interpolated for the times t and t", but A, D, A", D" 
for  t he  times t +  x R  and t " f x R " ,  where x is t he  constant of the equation of l ight = C7.760521. 
**) Let s be the place of t he  Sun,  t? and c" t he  place# of the  Comet at the  times t and t", E and El1 the  corresponding place8 
of tlie Earth.  Then  are 
A ,  p , r ,  
p ,  v ,  IJ 
All, flu, 
tlie Polar-coordinates of c referrcd to E", 
the heliocentric Polar-coordinates of c and c", 
= p i  L.*s p j y i  &y 
dl = 0 ens Cl'E" c .  
+) If the  heliocentric motion is so large, that  the  interval of time is determined by the  formula 
r + rN + p where l o g r  ( ) and log r(T+z-e) are to  be taken frum Tab le  111, t he  corrected value of A:, with which the  
computation of rli and p must be repeated, is 
1 
I n  caae - is so conaiderable, t ha t  hnrbert's finite equation is employed 
U 
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AN etc. and 9 and h ere accordingly known, the angle of 
ecccntricity ( s i i i  q = C )  and the  two eccentric anomalies 
E' and E" are  determined by the  very simple formulae 
and the corrected value of A t  
P i - t -  T 
A: = A t  + (all-c,l 
yl) *p+- A"-"'..> y** v ' 
- 
Q 
(log V = suni of two las t  ternis of log T ) ,  
with which the process of determining rH, p, T etc. must 
be  repeated and with corrected values of repeated again, 
till the  resulting I' is exactly = P - t ,  whereby A", r", Q 
b eco ni e kn o rvn . 
r" COP PIJ .siu (All- a") = +Pi ros 
rrr COY /3" COR (hdi-a'i) = - Rti ros I d l i  C O , ~  (x i / -& )  -t A" cos rf" 
1'" sin pi1 - - R" s in  D" $- A" s i n  dN 
where the resulting rli must agree with the former value. 
s i ia  (A?-&) 
Then the Node N and the inclination Z of the orhit are  
found by  
E - wli .siii ~p si l l  E = M 
&?'= G + g  E'l-w'l siin @ s i t z  E" = fiJ" 
11.1, (mean anomaly f u r  time t,) = M - ( I  - f t , )n  
9 whence 
( the  mean nnomiilies) 
( tg  negative or I between 90" and 180°, i f  A"<A). 
fg u = fg (A-A') scc Z 
fg u" = tc/ (h"-N) SEC I 
(u and u" are the longitudes i n  the  
orhit reckoned froin t h e  Node.) 
u"-u = 2 f 
Control (r"- r)" + 4 rr" sin2 f = QZ. 
I f  the orbit is parabolical, the  true anonialies w and V" 
are  found by  
CfJZ f -v; 
f g 4 v  =-- Q = r c o s 2 $ v ,  Q = ? L - v  
siii f 
Q per i t i  el i on - d i  s t a n ce, 
Q angular distance o f  perihelion from Node. 
Time of perih. passage = t --. -f2 q q t g $ v  (i++tg'&v) 
k 
the  agreement of rvhicli is the last control. 
I f  !he orbit is non-paraholical*), v and di and the ec- 
centricity e are found hy 
9 9 expressed i n  seconda 1 
arc 1 "  
U = 9 - w" sir2 g cos h 
t he  corrected value of A t  will be 
r"- r 
2 a siia g 
sin Cp sin G = 
sin g ma Cp 
sill Cp cos G = c0.s A or tg  f = -__ 
COS g - COB /i 
_I 
= M -( ( t"- t , )n  




where the  mean daliy motion n = __. 
3 
22 * 
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1 
a n  
1 
a0 
11. log An+p Cop - 
111. log A, Cog - +v 
I-e With the argument T =  tg2 ; 2, 
f + e  
. . .  E2 62 
a3 63 ..I 
log B and C are  to be  taken from Tab. 1. of Gauss's Th. 
mot.. rvherebv 
Time of perih. passage 
the agreement of which with that deduced i n  the sanie 
manner from d' and t" furnishes a further control. 
From the elenients thus  found the  geocentric positions 
of the comet niust then b e  computed for the  times t'. . . of 
the  other observations, which it is intended to employ in 
the determination of the true eledients. 
Accordingly, for the tinies t'. . . let the true anomalies 
w'. . . and radii vectores p ' .  . . be  computed Iry the proper 
formulae *). 
A'cos G'sin (,'-Ar) = r'~-i7z (a 
A'cos d'cos (cr'--N) = r'cos(Q+v')  
A'siii 6' 
Hence we get 
v') cos 1 + h"c*os U'siw (A'-N)  
+ R'cns U'cos(A'-N) 
= / S ~ J Z  ( Q  + w') oiii Z + R'siiz D' 
1 I n  order to determine the true values of A and - (and 
consequently the true elements of  the  orbit) this calculation 
of the elemerits from assunled values aud of the correspon- 
ding geocentric positions of the comet is to b e  performed 
for three hypotheses: 
Q 
assumed values of computed geocentric 
positions for time t' . . . 1 109 A l0.Y; 
I. Cog A. log - 1 a1 $1 ... 
a, 
O r b  i t  u n k n o w n .  
Given t ,  t" tinies of obaerv. (of course, uncorrected for equation of ligbt) 
a, 6, 
A ,  D ,  R ,  
d', 6" 
A', u", By 
observed (topocentric) positions of Comet (free from aberration of fixed s tars  and from 
nutat. and prec.) 
corresponding Polar-coordinates of the Sun (geocentric data corrected for parallax, SO a s  
to refer to the place of observation, and free from nutat. and prec.) 
I 
A a 
= M (about which more hereafter) and -. 
Conipute G, y ,  g ;  H, <, A ;  c ,  c', gii**) from 
*) I may perhaps mention (what  has liecome known to me only 
recently), t ha t  a table,  computed by  Prof. Hubbard, con- 
taining 
1-2-4 + C 
and log I 
105'~(1-$,4+c) I + i A + C  
for the ellipse and also t h e  correeponding quantities for 
t he  hyperbola, is to be found in the  Appendix of Davis's 
,,Translation of Gnzcss's Theoria motus" (Boston, 1857). 
As the  existence of this translation (wliich has  been printed 
a t  the  joint expense of t he  American Government and of 
the  Smithsonian Institution) appears to be very little known 
in England, m y  alluding to i t  nay possibly be  serviceable 
to soine english readers, who may wish to liecome acquainted 
with this branch OF science. 
"") Let  B be  the  fourth point of a parallelogram C&ENB, 
i n  which i t  is opposite to E ;  then a re  
6 ,  y ,  9 the  Polar-coordinates of C referred to B 
€1, {, hA : - C" : : B  
c = R ros C E S  
cy = Rii cos C"E"9 
9" = g cos C"B c. 
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Having got for the purpose an approxiniale value of A ,  s a y  Ao*),  and computed the corresponding values of r, rw, Q, 
take from the tables log Q, ZogQ , logQ,, logp, l o g y  with the argument log" and from Table 11. log.%l and log%* 
with the argument log-. 
T -/- r" 
r + rdl 
a Hence is derived the interval of time 
and  the  corrected value of A, 
t " - i ? + $ - A ( I - f i f ) - ~ '  
A1 = A, + 7 
Q 
l o g a  = [7'76052] 
with which the computation of r, rN,  e ,  T . .  . is to be repeated and with corrected values of Al repeated again, till t h e  
resulting T is exactly = t"- t + x A  ( I  -J--). 
"J If the  interval of time is small, we have approximately 
g 2  = -. 4 g2 Henee an approximate value of A would be 
r + rN 
go t  from the  equation for e2 
i f  r+r" were known. Now, i t  may  be assumcd, tha t  in 
general r+r" will be  somewhere between I and 3, and 
t h a t  consequently r+r" = 2 may be taken as a first rough 
guess. Of conree, t he  mcre aspect of t he  coefficients in 
the  eyuations fo r  r2 and rs2  will guide the  judgment in 
making a t  once a better estimate. Or liy laying down the  
observed positions of the  Cornet graphically and applying 
Lambert's well known thesis, we may infer from the  cur- 
vature of  the  apparent track a d u e  of r + rid proper to 
start  with. If the  curve described by  the  Comet in iiioving 
from the  position a t  the  time t to tha t  a t  t" is convex 
towards the  Sun (or if the  curve and the  Siin are on the  
same side of t he  grea t  circle drawn through the  positions 
at t and t"), t he  Comet is farther from the  Sun than the  
Ea r th  or r + r " > ' 2 ;  if the  curve is concave (or if curve 
and Sun are  on opposite sides) , t he  Comet is nearer o r  
r + rH< 2 ; i f  the  deviation of the  curve is insensible or 
doubtful, the assumption r f rll Z= 2 caonot in ordinary cases 
be fa r  wrong; the  greater t he  deviation, the  greater ( w i t h  
certain restrictions) the  difference of r + r'I from 2. 
Starting accordingly with some assumed value of r +  r', 
the  corrcspondig A is to be roughly computed by the  for- 
mula 
or, if i t  is preferred to introduce an  auxiliary angle 
t g $  = -- ($ between 0' Y/' Y(rsl -I) and I S O ' ) ,  
by A = ~ t g + $ Y ( r p - l ) ~  4 
h 
Substituting this value of A i n  the  equations for r2 and rlla 
we get a better r+r" and again A ,  r, rll, r +  rN, A . . . 
(of course, these computations a re  to be made only ronghly). 
Th i s  last value of A may  then serve as t he  approximate A. 
in t he  text above. 
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Then follows the calculation of A ,  B ,  r ;  All, B", ro by 
T cos /3 siiz (A - a)  = + R cos D sin (a -A)  
r co.9 ,B COY (A - a)  = - R cov U I-0.9 (a -A)  + A COT d 
T sin p + A sill  d etc. 
and t h e  determination of the elements by tlie same forninlae 
as i n  the  case previously considered. 
-  - R siii U 
There remains then only the computation of to he  
explained. Let t', x ' ,  6', A', D', R' be the data of the  
other (middle) observation, which is required for the  pur- 
pose,  the time t' differing not too much from 4 ( t +  t"). I f  
then [ r ~ ' ] ,  [R R'] etc. denote the doul,le areas  of the triangles 
formed by r and r', R and R' etc. the condition, that  the 
three places of the  Comet and the centre of the S u n  are  
i n  the  same plane,  and the siniilar condition respecting the 
places of the Earth, furnish the relation between A" and A :  
t g  d' 7;)) ( A - A )  + t gD rin (.'--A') - tq n'~in (z ' -A)  
t y  6" s i i i  (;-A') - fy d'riri (z"-A') + t g  f l ' > f i t  (."-a') _.__- 
Introducing the great circle, which passes  through the 
positiotis of the Coniet and  of the Sun in the middle obser- 
vation, let 9 be  its inclination to the fundaniental plane and 
0 i ts  node, s o  that we have 
Hence the  equation becomes 
tqD - t.9 sin (8- 0) 
t9 8"- tg 7 si12 (a"- 0) 
or ,  if - Y and vl' denote the latitudes of the Comet (at t 
and t")  with respect to the great circle jus t  defined and S 
that  of the Suri (at t ) ,  
. R cos D . -
A 
sill Y 
where Sill __ yll
siiz S and -- 
siizv' 
- - r in 6 + tg ('or d sin (a-0)  
Jil t  6" - t g  7 COP d"l1 (a"- 0) 
sin I)  - t,y 7 (-OF D sin (A-  0) 
sii~ dN - fg 9 COP d"siit  ( x i ' - 0 )  
- 
__- 
Consequently we get, by the principle of Olbers's method, 
a first (and,  if t"-t' and t ' - t  are  nearly equal, i n  most 
cases  very approximate) valne of M 
or ,  what will usually (whenever r + r" < 2 . 5 )  be  a little 
more exact 
Rd' tw.F D' sii2 (A"--A') sin Y - -. -- . -1M = It co.9 D S ~ I Z  ( d - A )  sift Y" 
and t'-t differ consi- If the intervals of time 1'- t' 
derahly, it will he well to correct this  first value of 21, so 
soon a s  a t  the end of the trials approximate values of A, 
r and rN are found, hy taking into account the chief terms 
of the relations hetween the triangles and the  corresponding 
sectors or times. Thus we get 
t"- t'- (t'- f )  r'I- r --- i - 4 k2 (t"-'t) + 4 k2 (t"- t') (t'- t )  ___ 
[ r  7'1 t'- t 3 (1.') + r)3 (r" + 1.14 [r'r"] t"- t' 
and hence the corrected value of A? 
with which the computation of E l ,  {, IL, g", A etc. is re- 
peated. After having decluced the elcmenfs a n d  froill them 
again V' arid r', we get the corrected vaiue of 
[r'r"] - r"Sil2 (v"- v') 
[rr'l r sin (v'- v )  
- - -
which,  suhstituted i n  the last equation for 111, may then 
serve for tlie further investigation etc. 
In  case the  latitudes Y and v" happen to be very small, 
sir1 u 0 the value of the  factor __ approaches - and becomes 
sin Y ' ~  0 
practically indeterminate, since it i s  greatly affected by t h e  
unavoitlahle errors of the observations. I n  this exceptional 
case (when the threc posiiions of the Comet and the middle 
position o f  the Sun lie nearly i n  a great circle) the deter- 
mination of M can only be  effeefed circuitously and b y  a 
somewhat ta idy process. 
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according a s  the one or the other factor is the less  afl'ected 
by the inavoidable errors of the observations and therefore, 
i n  case the observations i n  both coordinates are  of equal 
accuracy, the motion i n  the one or the other 
coordinate is the niore considerable. With this first value 
according as 
From the  equations expressing the condition, that the plane of the three places of the Comet passes  through the centre 
of M the computation may proceed to the end of the trials, 
hy which approximate values of A ,  r ,  r" and also of 
t' - t r' = r + ( r l l -  r )  -- become known. Hence a corrected 
t"- t 
value of nl is obtained by multiplying the first with 
- - [ r  r"] R'co.9 D'siii (A- ct') + R"cos D"sin ( A"-a') 
A'' cos 6" (tg 6" - t g  d' cos (a"- a')) = Cr' _I r"l A cos 6 (- tg d + 19 d'cos (k- a)) 
cr r'l 
and by  another combination 
Cr r'l 
The elements of the orbit, which result from this cor- 
rected value of ill, will ptobably be sufficiently accurate for 
the  next practical purposes, and, in case additional and more 
+ [x R cos ( tg  D - tg 6'co.s (A-a')) 
Cr r'l 
expedient to defer the further investigation to a later time. 
B u t ,  i f  the  series of observations is closed or if for other 
reasons it seems desirable to make the most of the  obser- 
[r rI1J - -R'cos D'(t/J n.- tg d'cos @'-a')) 
cr r'1 + R" cos D" (tg D"- ty  d'cos (A"- a')) 
[+ rII] 
Crr 1 Crr 1 
Substituting for - and Irr"l .the first terms of their development, we get 
and 
, (/1' r1 ) R' cos D sijt (a'- A') + kz (ti!- t )  (P-t  ) '3 - . ~ _ _  cos $11 szn (d- a') 
Rid cos D'sin (A"--A') 
R cos 1) sin (A'- A)  
t,y d' ros d cos (a'- a) - siii d 
siii did- tg 6' cos d" cos (all- ci') 
A" = A .  - . 
1 1 I t g  d'cos D'ros (.'-A') - sin  D' 
sin dN- fg 6' cos d" COE (a"- a'7 + k2 (P-t) ( t l l - d )  (= - ;.> R' . 
or, if preferred, 
Rid c0.s D" sin (A"-A') 
R cos D X ( 6 - A )  
sill (8'- d) r d t  (a'- a) - sin (d'+ d) sin2& (a'- a)  
sit1 (d"-d') cos'+ (zr -  a') -+ siin (d" + d') siiP% (a"- a') = A .  * 
1 .si/a (d'- D') MIS"& (&'-A') - s i ~ t  (d'+ D') ,672'4 (.'-A') + k2 (Pi- t )  ( to -  t') ( - $) R'. y m  (did- d') cos2 & (a''- a') + sit2 (d" + 6') s i t z 2 4  (d- a') R'3 
Disregarding a t  present the second terms, we  may start with 
or with 
R'ros 7J'siu(a'-A') 
A cos 6 sin ( ~ ' - a )  
351 
in the eqriittions given liefore, and to deduce its final value, 
by  comparing the two or more s e t s  of elements with the  
whole ser ies  of observations etc. 
I n  concluding this paper, 1 have only to make the neces- 
sa ry  statement regarding the construction of the following tables. 
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the ]inlit of uncertainty does not  exceed the  usual half unit 
liY a few hundreths-  
The development of the tahular quantities into series, 
which 1 have employed, is a s  follows : 
Puttiug (or= sin2% = and $ y  = {, we have 
r +  r" 
vations i n  hand, it will he 
the elements by employing 
by sulistituting 
[++'I r" sin (v"-v') 
[ r r' 1 r s i r i  (0'- w) 
- ~- - -  
best to repeat the calculation of 
the value of IM, which is found 
I n  order to insure the correctness of the last figure of 
decimals as far a s  practicable, the computation of the tabu- 
l a r  values has  heen carried to a t  least two places farther 
than those given. It is only i n  a few cases towards t h e  
end of the tables ,  that 1 have been left i n  doubt, whether 
* 
774-. . . 1 367  97 1 --z---. 3 1 
302400 ' - 1814400 60 '- 2 8 0  
m 187 413  1429519 
60  840" + Gr3 + 42336000 
= l - -  
- - _  Hence log&  
s". . . ] 19087 a"-- s4 + -19 
36864 185794560 
s5 +. . . ]  17 426947 
2 4  46448640 
35 +. . . y4 + - 2258887 1 27 341 1 15477 log qZ/) = log - 
6k $- f Y + %  3' + 2j2o0Y3 + 5 1744000 5605600000 
T h e  tdhular values of log Q and loe9T(y) and also of 
Z O , ~  x are  yet  affected by the uncertainty of the adopted value 
of log k. When, some four years ago, I coniprited a part of 
the present tables, I adopted log k = 8-2355814.722,  a s  it 
seented to nie safest to employ i n  its determination the length 
of the sidereal year 365'2563582 from Hcrnsen and Olufsen's 
Solar Tables and Encke's mass of the Earth 55&3i' increa- 
sed by adding the mass of the Moon to 53&;fiVH or ?---I---, J a a 1 7 9  
according a s  the latter is taken = & j  fronr the Solar Taliles 
or = & from Peters's constant of nutation. A s  the Solar 
Parallax, on which the mass 35&5f depends, has  since been 
proved to be too small  and the mass must be  increased, I 
have been in doubt, which value to accept. But a s  I have 
not yet seen more than part of all the evidence, which bears 
upon the point ,  and a s  the question seenis certainly still 
unsettled, 1 have preferred to retain the  value of 109 k given 
above, leaving it to the computer's own judgment to adopt 
another. If for instance LeVerrier's Si&niiT i s  accepted a s  
the niass of 6 + c, the last figure of log Q, l o g T ( y )  and 
log% must be  inrreased by 0'8 or about one unit. 
A. Murth. 
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